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ABSTRACT

Seven high resolution, high-purity planar german-
ium and two lithium-drifted germanium detectors have
been exposed to fluences of raonoenergetic fast neutrons
of 1.4, 5.5 and 16,4 MeV to study radiation damage ef-
fects. Seven of the exposures were made at 5.5 MeV
using detectors made from both LBL and General Electric
Company material. Initial degradation of 60co energy
resolution was generally observed after fluences
of 3 x 10+9 n/cm2. After fluences of 10 1 0 n/cm2, the
detector resolutions were all affected, and replace-
ment would be required in most gamma ray spectrometry;
these results are consistent with previous damage
studies on germanium detectors. Considerable variabil-
ity in neutron damage threshold between detectors was
observed within this fluence range which must be at-
tributable to a material parameter that is not yet
fully determined. This is the major finding in this
study.

After irradiation, a significant increase in
material resistivity was observed as a series resistance
in the diodes undepleted region at low biases. The
observations were made by capacitance effects and
lengthened pulse rise time.

Annealing of damage was observed during storage
at LN2 temperature after irradiation; resulting, in
some cases, in improvement of resolution and in others,
further degradation. Drastic resolution degradation
was observed on cycling detectors to dry ice tempera-
tures, (200° K) with the loss of the high series re-
sistance and an increase in acceptor concentration.
Further cycling to room temperature for periods of
hours resulted in improvement of the energy resolution
compared with the 200° K value. Nearly complete re-
covery of initial charge collection and energy resolu-
tion was achieved by 100° C anneals for periods of
hours indicating the possibility of ̂ n situ anneals.

No difference was found for the fast neutron
damage susceptability between planar high-purity and
lithium-drifted germanium detectors.

Introduction

Several studies of the radiation damage effects
of fast neutrons on germanium spectrometers have
developed a great deal of empirical information1*2*3*4.
Both Ge(Li) and high-purity germanium detectors have
been studied; observable degradation of spectrometer

performance is generally similar, but no direct com-
parison has been made prior to this report.

The Individual and specific observable damage re-
sult in a given detector is not particularly different
in this study from those previously reported. Tailing
and resolution degradation occurs due primarily to
hole trapping and the detector performance can be re-
covered by a certain temperature anneal. This study
was undertaken to address several outstanding
questions:

(1) What is the best estimate of the neutron
fluence for "threshold" of damage in
high quality gamma-ray spectrometers?
Units to be studies should possess a full
width at half maximum energy resolution
of the 1332 keV 60Co v-ray of < 2 keV and
be at least 1 cm in thickness in a
planar geometry.

(2) What is the variability or range of this
threshold in spectrometers made from
different crystals of high purity ger-
manium. Three detectors made from General
Electric Co. material and four detectors
made from LBL material were used. In
addition, two Ge(Li) detectors made from
LBL material were exposed,

(3) What can we learn about relatively Low
temperature annealing of damage even to
the extent of allowing _iii situ anneals
of spectrometers. (100° C would be a
practical value to aim for.)

Unfortunately, little physical interpretation of
the electronic effects can be given in terms of micro-
scopic detail due to the limited knowledge of the dy-
namics of collision produced vacancies and their co-
agulation and recombination. The details of the va-
cancy production mechanisms are to be found in the
literature of charged particle interactions^ and are
generally better understood. Fast neutrons (E = 5 MeV,
for example) produce germanium atom recoils primarily
by elastic scattering wherein the recoil atom receives
at most 4/73 of the neutron energy which results in a
280 keV Ge ion recoil and a vacancy. Other reactions
such as (n,a) and (n,T) account for relatively little
energy loss1*6. The Ge ion suffers both ionizing and
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direct nuclear ^vacancy producing) col l i s ion in «low inn
down with ->. 200'. The ratio between the fractional
energy loss in ionizing and nuclear call La ions has
been computed by Lindhard? and It is shewn that the
traction of energy loss to nuclear col l is ions in-
creases as the ion stows down until It dominate* the
energy loss process below -*. 200 keV . More vacancies
are t lie re fore produced hy secondary c ot 1 i s t onu <»f
neutron-produced germanium ions as they approach iho
end of their range. It can be remarked, then, that
the proportionality of damage effect (or number of
vacancies per neutron) to fast neutron energy i»
mitigated by this Mend-of-range" non-linearity. This
situation has been observed* and helped to dt'-ercphasis
the need to include fast neutron energy as a paranctur
in this study. Primarily, then, to concentrate the
effort, most irradiations were performed at a single,
Intermediate energy, approximate- Ly 3.5 MeV.

Experimental Arrangement

Fast neutrons were obtained using several well
known low energy reactions at the Brookhaven J.5 MV
Electrostatic Research Accelerator, One detector was
exposed to 1,4 MeV neutrons using the ^Li(p.n) *Be
reaction from a ^ 1 mg/cm^ L£F target, Another de-
tector was exposed to 16.4 KeV neutrons from the
D(T,n) ^He reaction with a 1 MeV deuteron bombardment
of a ^ 2 mg/cm2 tritiated titanium target. All otttcr
detectors were exposed to 5.5 MeV neutrons from the
D(D,n) ^He reaction; one using a I nig/cm̂  dcuterated
titanium target and four using a much thicker 6 nb/c-n^
target. As is indicated, all targets were not strictly
"thin" and thus did not produce highly monencrgetic
neutrons; the energies quoted for each neutron energy
are the maximum energy with spreads downwards of at
most 300 keV. AIL targets were deposited on flat-
tened copper tubing through which a thin shecth of
cooling water flowed.

Flux measurements were made with a Harwell-type
long counter^ placed approximately I meter from the
target at about 20° ±8° from the forward direction.
The detectors to be exposed were placed at lesser
distances (-\. 10 cm) to increase the available f lux and
also at 20°±S° Co the beam direction in the adjacent
quadrant; errors caused by an angular distribution are
thus minimized. The experimental area Is floored
w£th an iron grating and is physically a large o^sn
area »hich minimizes scattering and the possibly large
uncertainties in flux determination. The active
renter of the long counter was found to 12 3=2 en from
the face at all energies used. Absolute flux cali-
bration was made by comparison with a standard PuBe
source of 9,5 x 10* n/sec. Because the PuBe neutron
spectrum is centered at approximately 5 MeV, no cor-
rection for relative long counter efficiency is made
to th*> standardization at 5,5 MeV, The long counter
efficiency^* is greater in the 1-2 MeV range by only
a few percent than that at 5 MeV and no correction was
made to flux measurements for the 1,4 MeV run. How-
ever, a drop of efficiency of approximately 127, at
lb.4 MeV compared to 5 MeV is noted, which was applied
to the flux measurement at 16,4 MeV. Due to scat-
tering, possible relative efficiency anomalies of the
particular long counter and positioning uncertainty,
errors of at least 25% must be assigned to these
flux measurements. Count rate effects due to dead
time losses were found to be unimportant.

lector capacitance i:s*(ld tutl J>R tr*3f.uisv-,i sitfrctli?" wi«
fitiimSanJ techniques, susU as a torUt£«, *l~-# «a?aeUi
was t\vit?¥t%ititit£ as a £ttncii«?ti **f t!ct«ct<»r t'la^ af> u-t
«jach neutron «Ryii*s«i'« by Inserting a aquac^e-wavc $>»tn
oi knoun amplitude- titrcufcJt the detector ic<«a '•-*• ^-is*1

voltage bias Input anil «al*«<?rv£«u tito tcjSMcerf fiur,^
relative to tU« vt a knnrn ***r»y. TSala ft*th**S Mv
sus-ttS that i!t«? i£cri«fct<»r is a tte%wtk tit)ftlft4*«4 ŷ ;*M
t!te depicted v'<,*luc=c* cApacit-anse as™ t'ti&l f̂ 'Jief *-ic" t̂>
such *s series resistances ice zitniaat,, J-ueshrr f*--
ruirkn PJI thin ==cthnd viH ha zuaie. S«rrt«ra x*f» lpi«n«e
vcro, in iact, <&*crvcd whtch a f̂c*;;*?^ ihip sar«»**rc-
raent *nd *l$a the- pr^WKplKter v-.tiyut j^otsc p^>n^ r̂ t
osctllograplirt t>i «hlcU were jt)it>l«?£r«plw4. t>c!cci=-5
Icak^gu currett5s wure etunittfivd *» the volid^** tfes'*-*'1

the preanjilUlcr firciiback rw»iistv>r.

cti.T.uliaccd after cacKi esp'tsura i*> sr.p«is^r chp «
resolution dcsradailco. Ths 1332 U«}V (uyjier)
tine i s used ea descrtlio Vw dctetter rcRdius
detuetor cuotrlliution i» <i£stir.cuS^i;c(! irnst th
(puL»er> rosulucion. A r<t;«ni*ard S6S disc foi>J.U*
was placed on th« d«t«ceor cap in an oifii=r{ to

rotative viitctcccv ^aift wcr the

MeV, a luad briclt bad co h<? ins^rc
del anil t)ic decuour t» rcJucc tlw
hac f̂iroumJr' scon in the tarKcC«

ia i t . iU . -a

Approximately 10 «in run* *m ^C« vwr« Kta*i*i «sivf
c«l< exposure; tl;c 1)}2 k«V line v*» î »t»r̂ e>5 (<>-
KCtlicr wtth the pulsar Inserted [l>r<*i,:S: !iii? High v- | -
td)4u bias o£ IIM dcccccor. The Jctcceor rcM îin ĉ v4r<
fouttt! to Uuth hrus^on tn FW1DE at^ Uoc«xn« "ijtilctt" aa
cdrricr ttrappirt^ becape projiontterAne a# prtivi^i^ty
aSscrvetl^ »2>J , l t R«»okutlcn «^ccoi are reppriet!
for the «As*i Uoteccor bias uitet! tn Ut? prcirrotHdU -%i
condition and unint; the in i t ia l «r.uri:y <H4tttrr*£"*t ••<**
rived (voa the energy dificrrncw <>̂  the tuo *>3(.V Itu
at 117) ami IJ'J2 k«V. Tim tail ing in mil? rcportoi!

After dasagc, dstcctor So. Ziu.ft.o, irradiiHi-.i AI
1.4 HeV, was «cannc<l ultti a c o i l l c i t r i - - I t e source
to determine the carrier type produnlnaut Is ira;';>L-J.
The relative pulse height o! the 60 Hi-V '.-r.iy lurcvĉ K
source directed nuar the pd(r>T) contact cueparci! •«li:,
the source Incident near thu Li(n+) contact HIK̂ 'VM!
predominant hale crapping a* !ia» !i«<r» ahuralantly .ii-- -
ons tra tcd l » 2 t 3 . i .

Fig. 1 i s a table-graph vhlch .nli-rpta to sum-
marize the damage threshold results tor tin- nine de-
tectors Irradiated. The boxes arc- raasturencnts n i c r
the indicated riuence. Their widths correspond
Co the VV>% ctitiRiated uncertainty in flux del —î n>tlî

number of hours indicated in the parenthesis, Al!
detectors were run at biases which assured full .(ipU-
tlon or sane over veltagc. In so=t cases the dciccUT
v;as able to take tnore bias as Irradiation proceeded
and that increase Improved resolutions; that reftult
Is also indicated In Che lout: part of the box.

Because most of the detectors exposed used cooled
F.E.T. f irst ampllcaclon stages within the cryostat
and both detector terminals were not available, tie-

All detectors except GE1 were nominally 10 ita
thick. GE1 was 6 en thick and might therefore be
expected to be apparently somewhat more radiation re-
sistant due to the shorter carrier transit .

Radiation damage "threshold" may be defined opera-



< i,.;i.)i !y to cabraCc 5'«u!> the f.i»l Otoltoa 1 luence !<»r
irhK'h thu dct^ct^r • -ray ener;:y resolution is notice-
*I»Jy t/vrtiemN;! .*mS that value lor which tin- energy r«-
n.)lwtt^m I* KW ves^cned [a atyangly suggest replacer&nt.
!!«=.» canolanriitliw lepty an «««(;>- re«ul«ilo» dcjjrada-
ij.il> l.> dfeisll i keV (1>WKH) for a typical t;a=Ka-ra?
»(K7c«r<K«<<jT. There arc oilier applications, specifical-
ly in liiir o>o ii« charged particle r i t imiorj , in ublch
rwpl»c«rwnt v>*tld wot he required at ihifi resolution,
',»«: J<nr s.ti<.« of a nuK&or, *x- uitt use i fceV.

Several Initial Ciindusi-iis cu»y in drawn fr«a (he

(I) First of a l l : a cnt\;;u «* threshold* free
IO' a/c»J to lOl" n/ca2 !» evident for tiio
c«$>»SHre» at J.5. HoV. Considerable dlf-
•arcttcc i» observed between dud aaong the
high-purity and U-drUtcrd IIRIIC. It Is
apparent that there C*1»*K vne or awrc
«at«rial paraettterft uhlch can characterIru

i s

(2) A lieju-oJcnefl "* daaofiir threshold vin i m i r a i
pnor^y Is f»fl strcngly ovltlcist iro« tho
cttr^arifion ai c3et€ctt»r^ tĵ iî H d̂ at t .'•
<a) 16,i >EoV with those «Sj>o»«! t« 1,5 HoV
smtttfî ttfl. Oe««ct«r 21'-- .̂<J <l.« JJeV) «<s»
na! uiiSfliflcAnsly lender llvn! than »VVKTH\
unU» cjapwspii *i i .S Ĵ eV, al(b**» ît the
very i'-x Ma? <50ttt') toicroUtJ *•:•' this
4cic«t>?r KA>* have *dRcvh$c reduced itA
<JJ>SOSV«M« threshold. In cosjiiif iatm, ttw
Uiri.sli...!<! ..( isS-1.0 ( l u . - H<-V) U4)> nu
«Iini;>( cntcft'4f3^ by it£ Hitt't hi&z condition
>»« iiMOV. Ootoctor 2SS-1.0 (16..^ ;tet') u « ,
htWEVof, n»E >ienlticsntly Ka»e d«a»t!« «cn»l-
tlve dun st'vtril eSjicsct! at S.i HeV, 28^-1.2
far «s*sj)te.

(ur l i e
i» the r**Rj;c

4Uhmi*;!t ehM thrcsh»l4 ijj s«*^vvh4t less
U>an that rcjwru-i! years ago! » c caution
EHai. thcRu atv l> t̂h high rc»-̂ lt4tl<?n an*J
tiiici (ID -a) dctecturs L-HU, therefore,
a mscts sreator aei»Uivtty t» rcsaluttim

The r«»|KM»Pc «sy fee ^rxiipetS Into iw cat-

(a> 1«« da^a^c thr«sH«ld -
tSt lios, 2*4-1.3 .«<<!
JSJ-f.l

<t<s«i;e thresholds -
181. Bo. 21S.-0.0 am! tho three
detectors irca tvn TfArsples of
C£ onlcrial .

Attcnpcs to <tnd ««w co-am puraseicr with*
In this Rrauplnr. "Ill he i

(5) 1)1 (tercneQ* were noted hotveen detectors
In the apparent anncallnp. at UJ; tcitpcracurc
ltsaidiatctv fotlotinj; dacogc and after
^evvrat htmrs of storA£op ty^icdlly tn/ur-
uli'lit. Noticeable worsening <>( energy
rtmoliilion occurred to («£2 ^0 hours after
7 v. 10' n/cn^ as the resolution went from
S.I keV to U.6 kel'. This effect was also
observed on CE3 and CE1. The slight in-

(M'overu'iH. U' 28i- L ,0 eleven hours
after <> x 109 is/ea^ may be due to an
ovu rail reduction In count rote aw ac-
t{vat(on products in the system Itself
decayed. An iaprovenx'nt wilh tirnc Is
noted fur 21*-6.O and 287-1,1. It must
be cautioned chat this effect is especial-
ly noticeable after real damage has oc-
curred . Sorui cbanfiCN in the peak shape
ifaa bruadunlni; to events further dis-
placed tnto ^ tain wurc noticed, tn this
case ir is not lc<t*)lly descriptive to
characterise the peak by just the FWH>!,
This it: also ch'.« case in the apparent
improvement of G£Z iencdiately following
irraiilocion uf I K 10*" n/cra* compared
with ^0 hours after 7 s 109 n/cfn2,

(6> FollovifiK (trattiations, more Mas oay bt
applied tu the Jeir^ctor; soraewiiM more :::a-.
tic required for depletion. Increased bias
did Isprcvc tlie degraded resolution, tiwtvci
tn stt '.-flses ni>ticeablc lr.prcn.-emcnt was .-o-
calned a:ter severe d-jgr*iiiacion had occu; -
red, acne extension of the useful dctes-
tur l i l e l i c e can ihu« be achieved, which
cowltl be t'spcti^Uy useful in charged part-
icle applications involving cu^iplicatcd
sy t̂ct̂ jt tfuch .1̂  prottffi lelvhcopcn.

Capacitance and Series Resistance

The applicalien at a voltage pulse into the hi^h
voltage or bias side of the* detector is a convenient
and ttccurstc rxjtu- of r.car.urinf; t!m detector capacity.
It is the only convenient Reams when using an internal
FET fir*i amplifier stage^ However, when a BignUicani
ficritffi resistance thr^uj?h the detector is present Che
preamplifier autpuv pulse sli.ipe is nodUied from the
*K»taal capacitivy-coupled step function response anu
she depleted de tec car capacity can not lie ascertained
by (hi* technWjuc. Xnttced HallerlO*^ «\ have u#ed
shls effect to study the material res i s t iv i ty changes
at vary lou iecper*!urcs. Fi&. 2 shots the equivalent
RC circuit of the detector with undvplctcd region hav-
ing, parameters Ku and Cu* Cd ^ t'*e depleted region
capacity &nd the buunJary condition is that the sco-
re trie a 1 enpacUy of the units Co is CuC<j/(Cu

+Cd) .
Xht preaapllficr output voltage ts essntitislty Q(t)/C(.
In A charge *cn*Uivc asiplifler; Cf (s the feedback
capacitor In the operational loop. For a voltage ste;i
function applied to chc undcplvted side of the detec-
tor, i t has been shewn that tin> prenr.pltlicr output.
voltage l»

This response is described asymptotically as an in i t ia l
quick rise to 0,,/Cf, followed by a further slow rise
to Cj/Cf with the time constant RU(C,,+ Cd). We notice
that a significant value of Ru will Introduce Cu into
the capacltive component of the impedance and cause
the capacity to approach the geometrical value of C,,.

Figs. 3, i>, «nu' 3 i l lustrate the change In apparent
detector capacity at several Iluences on detectors
284-1.2, 1098-4 and 287-1.1. The capacity does ap-
proach and reach the geometrical value after considera-
ble Irradiation. We note also that in the early stages
of irradiation, the detector capacity as a function of
a bias tende to be very s l ight ly higher Chan the pre-
irradlatlon values. These C(V) measurements arc made
directly after the irradiation and may represent the
Initial effect of free •.•acanclefi. Figs. 6, 7 and 8
are oscillographs of the preamplifier output waveforms



i<! the detector described by C(V) above, 284-1.2,
109S-;. and 287-1.1. In Figs, 7 and 8 we see the in-
crease in the series resistance as the neutron exposure
proceeded for detectors held at a particular bias.

Fig. 6 illustrates the change in relative final
traction (Cd/C£) to the initial step Co/Cf. The pulse
shape described by the formula his been well ficted to
tho observed shape at 10V bias with a time constant,
Ru(tu+Cd>. of 1.0-Jsec. An additional factor, e'c'T2,
uas included to account for the preamplifier clipping
tine of - 9.4 usec. Using the voltage-depletion depth
relationships, a time constant of 0.57 usec is derived
].-r the 30V bias condition and a reasonable fit to this
observed pulse shape was also obtained. These values of
" allow the calculation of a bulk resistivity of 12OKI>
c:n lor this particular Irradiation condition and materi-
al . Because of the complicated nature of the defect
levels, both In number and In position In the gap, the
next step in estimating the position of the Fermi level
is not attempted. It Is also anticipated that the ir-
radiation may affect the carrier mobilities and further
complicate the relationship of the resistivity to the
number of defects.

A'- very high values of Ru with the apparent capacity
at co, the output waveform is once again fast rising
directly to the value C^/Cf; the very long time compo-
nent is now much longer than preamplifier and main
amplifier clipping times. The bottom oscillograph of
rl)<. 8 illustrates this wa.'eform which in observable
shape Is not unlike the preirradiatlon waveform. (In
this series, there was no relative normalization of the
pvilser relative to a I37cs source also included during
the measurement.) The output waveform at this stage of
irr.'idiatlon could Indeed by confused with the initial
pr.'irradiation waveform, except for its amplitude.

When a high-purity germanium spectrometer has been
radiation damaged to the point it no longer Is deemed
useful, ona Is faced with the question - can the detector
be easily repaired? Although little basic physical
knowledge of the recovery processes Is clearly under-
stood, we can answer the practical question affirma-
tively. To Illustrate the general annealing behavior,
data an several detectors will be presented. Their
history Is fairly typical although differences between
individual detectors do exist.

The spectrometer performance of detector 214-6,0 as
a iunction of annealing treatment is outlined in Fig.
4(a) and 9<b) where the shape of the 1332 keV 60Co line
at various stages is presented. The peaks have been
displaced and the energy scale varied for clarity of
illustration; peak position is not relevant.

Stage 1,. This represents the situation prior to
neutron irradiation. Detector 214-6.0 ranks as one of
the best ever achieved at LBL. It was fabricated from
a wafer cut from crystal #214 at a position where the
net impurity concentration was only 2 x 10^ donors/cm3.
As shown in Pig. 10, depletion was reached around IQQV;
the bend in the C-V relationship probably arises be-
cause this material had a p-type periphery.

The application of only 350V on this 1 cm thick
detector resulted in excellent spectrometer performance;
a nearly perfectly symmetrical l.S keV(FWHM) peak from
the 1332 keV 60co line. All spectra presented in
FIRS. 9(a) and 9(b) were obtained at 1000V.

Stage 2, After being Irradiated by a fluence of
lOlO n/cm2 I.4 MeV neutrons, the detector had remained
at its normal operating temperature, a few degrees
above LNj, for ? days before these measurements were
made. This detector appears to Improve slightly dur-
ing LN2 anneal. However, this Is not a characteristic
of all neutron irradiated detectors. As noted in Flg.l
some detectors deteriorated significantly during LN2
anneal.

Stage 3. This represents the situation after the
detector had been annealed at dry ice temperature for
15 h. The material is now p-type, and depletion Is
not reached until 1400V. A substantial increase in
acceptor concentration was observed for all the detec-
tors Irradiated; similar observations have been re-
ported prevlousiy2,3. A scan with collimated 24lAm
60 keV Y-rays from contact to contact revealed severe
hole trapping. The severe degradation caused by the
relatively cold anneal serves as a warning against
warming any high-purity germanium detector that has
been In significant neutron flux even if that detector
has not shown any degradation. Bitter experience has
dramatically proven this point. Several excellent one
cm thick detectors (1,8 keV FWHM at 1332 keV) that have
been used around accelerators at LBL without exhibiting
measurable degradations have been warmed to room temp-
erature for brief periods. Spectrometers with resolu-
tions of 3 keV at 1332 keV were the result.

Stage 4. At thio point the detector has been
annealed at dry ice temperature an additional 32 h
(total of 47 h). Depletion is now reached at 1050V,
thus the acceptor concentration is already decreasing.
Although still very poor, the °0Co spectrum has Improved
considerably relative to Stage 3.

Stage 5. An additional 82 h at dry ice temperature
produced negligible change in either the spectrometer
performance or acceptor concentration.

Stage 6. The detector had been annealed at room
temperature for 14 h. Although the spectrometer per-
formance Improved somewhat the acceptor concentration
was not measureably lower.

Stage 7. An additional 64 h at room temperature
had now transpired. The spectrometer performance is
considerably Improved and depletion is now reached at
about 980V.

StaRe 8. The detector system was transported
warm from BNL to LBL, and an additional 8 days at
room temperature had elapsed. This lengthy room
temperature anneal produced negligible change in either
the spectrometer performance or acceptor concentration.

Stage 9. The detector was annealed 100°C for
4 h prior to these measurements. Marked improvement
in spectrometer performance is observed and depletion
is now reached at about 850V. For many applications
this detector would now be considered acceptable,
especially if significant overvoltage could be applied.

Stage 10, An additional 102 h of annealing at
100°C had now transpired. The detector is now ac-
ceptable for nearly all application although the
spectrometer performance is not yet equal to the
initial quality. As expected, the degradation rela-
tive to initial conditions is seen especially Jt lower
bias, and when one looks carefully at peak symmetry.
However, if a comparison is made when 2500V are applied.



Little, if any, difference can be seen. Depletion is
now reached at about 600V.

Stage 11. The detector was stored at room
temperature for 192 h. Neither the spectrometer per-
formance nor the acceptor concentration was affected
measurably.

Stage 12. The detector was stored at room
temperature for an additional 134 days. Although the
depletion voltage has decreased to about 500V the
spectrometer performance has remained essentially the
same.

While stored at room temperature following
sufficient 100°C annealing to largely resotre spectro-
meter petformance, the acceptor concentration decreased
in all the detectors.

From these data one can conclude that _i_n situ
annealing of high-purity germanium spectrometers is
possible. Although complete recovery may not be ob-
tainable with 100 C annealing the spectrometer per-
formance should be acceptable for nearly all applica-
tions. As an illustration of what can be done in the
field the following case history is presented*!.

During the testing of a high-purity germanium
detector system at the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility
(LAMPF) it was exposed to a total neutron dose of about
1 x 109 n/ctn2 (this number was not well determined).
This system, which was fabricated at LBL as part of a
collaborative project with the Carnegie-Mellon group
for use at LAMPF with charged particles and consisted
of two 1.5cm thick detectors. The neutron irradiation
degraded the V-ray resolution of both detectors from
about 2.2 keV to 16 keV at 1332 ksV. The system was
first connected to a high vacuum pumping station; the
cold finger was then'removed from the LN2 dewar and
placed in a flask of water that was heated gradually
to boiling (91°C at Los Alamos), After a number of
hours the procedure was reversed and the detector
resolution and capacity an a function of voltage were
measured. During the first cycle the detectors were
warmed to only room temperature for 60 h and then
tested. The detectors were then recycled to 91°C for
60 h, tested, and then cycled again until they had
been at 91rC for a total of 300 h. As can be seen in
Fig. 11, the resolution was dramatically degraded
after the room temperature cycle, but successive
treatments gradually restored the resolution to 4 keV
after 300 h at 9l°C.

Due to the limited resolution of present beams
at LAMPF there was no need to fully anneal this system *
in fact when the detectors had only 16 keV resolution
(prior to any annealing) no effects of radiation damage
could be discerned when measuring the high energy
charged particles. However, the system was eventually
returned to LBL for evaluation and full restoration.
After annealing at 150 C for 66 h, both detectors ex-
hibited spectrometer performances and C(V) relation-
ships identical to those obtained originally.

Conclusions

(1) Significant energy resolution degradation
in germanium gamma-ray spectrometers, both lithium-
drifted and high purity, occurs after irradiation by
between 109 and 10 1 0 n/cm2 of 5 MeV neutrons

(2) The main finding of this study is that
there exists a wide range of damage sensitivities
(factor of ten) among high quality germanium spectro-

meters. It is of great interest and importance to
ellucidate the parameter(s) which is/are responsible.
Dislocation density and distribution is an obvious
initial and plausible choice. The two detectors which
degraded at a distinctly low fluence, 284-1.2 and
287-1.1 had somewhat lower dislocation densities as
expressed through etch pit density. Both are from the
"head" of each crystal at which position full dis-
location patterns may not have fully developed. In
fact, a central area of 287-1.1 (as observed on an
adjacent slice) was found to be dislocation free, 2nd
a dislocation free ring was present in 284-1.2. In
contrast, 214-6.0 being further from the head of the
ingot and the GE materials are known to have higher
EPD. Lithium-drifted detector 40B was fabricated iron
material with somewhat higher EPD than 43C and does
indeed show a slightly greater damage resistance. It
is plausible that dislocations represent neutral
nucleation sites for neutron-produced vacancies which
compete with clustering for the ultimate situation of
the vacancies which retain some mobility at LN2 temp-
erature*^. Dislocation-free material is known to pro-
duce of inferior resolution due to several trapping
effects*3. Specific tests of this hypothesis should
be made by comparing detectors from material at the
extremes of dislocation densities and distributions.
A detector from ingot 284 but much further down in the
ingot with a fully developed dislocation pattern will
be irradiated.

(3) Changes in the energy resolution take
place after irradiation while the detector is held at
77°R, This is not inconsistent with the fact that
some vacancy mobility exists at this temperature,
Several but not all detectors improved slightly aiter
periods of hours to days following irradiation. Finite
but necessarily greatly reduced vacancy mobility might
promote recombination during this annealing period, as
opposed to aglomeration into trapping clusters. The
annealing at LN2 must therefore cause the spectral
degradation resulting from irradiation to exhibit a
dependence on neutron dose-rate as well as fluence.
Although in most situations, this will not be an im-
portant factor, the possibility should be recognized.

(4) Very complete collapse of the energy res-
olution occurs when anneals at only 200"K, dry ice
temperature, are carried out. The acceptor concen-
tration is greatly increased after the dry ice anneal
and decreases with further higher temperature anneals.
Energy resolution improves somewhat in going from the
dry ice anneal to the room temperature anneal.

It is difficult to describe the specific de-
tails and dynamics of vacancy clustering and aglomera-
tion in between these two temperatures. However, from
a practical viewpoint, It is obvious to instruct that
if a germanium spectrometer has been even possibly ex-
posed to fast neutrons, it would be imprudent to re-
cycle the unit to higher temperatures.

(5) A very large portion of recovery is
possible from anneals at only 100°C for periods of
hours and, further, complete recovery can be achieved
at somewhat elevated temperatures, up to 150cC. No
solid evidence was found for improved spectrometer
performance following damage recovery (compared to
initial performance) which may be due in part to the
fact that the spectrometers were of high initial per-
formance .

(6) As noted in previous studies, hole trap-
ping predominates as the degrading effect on energy
resolution. It should be mentioned here that the



potential use of high purity coaxial detectors offers
the possibility of minimizing hole trapping in charge
collection if the device is configured with the p+
contact (?<t) on the coaxial periphery. Thus, the holes
make only a short traversal from the outer portions of
the detector (where most interactions occur) to the
contact of collection. To establish high fields at the
periphery one would want to use n-type germanium.

(7) An effect of deep levels increasing the bulk
resistance of any undepleted material was observed
by means of the pulser introduced through the detector.
As this resistivity Increases, the undepleted region
capacity must be included and the apparent capacity
approaches the geometric value constrained to be the
series combination of Cu and C<j.

(6) An experiment which in the authors' opinion
has little prospect of exciting result, should probably
be performed for complereness in this area. A detector
should be irradiated and annealed to the original per-
formance through several cycles. This situation may
arise in practice and it could be that some damage
"hardening" may be achieved ever several cycles. If
this effect occurs it should be studied in a controlled
situation.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Summation of detector response as a function of
fast neutron fluence. Detector resolutions less
the system contributions are shown with the hours
following irradiation in parenthesis. Bias
conditions are also noted. The width of each
measurement box corresponds to the estimated frac-
tional uncertainty in the fluence measurement;
0.25.

Fig, 2 Equivalent detector circuit elements for depleted
(d) and undepleted (u) regions.

Fig. 3 C(V) characteristic for detector 284-1.2 at
several neutron fluences as measured by the in-
jected pulser method.

Fig. 4 C(V) characteristic for detector 1098-4 at several
neutron fluences as measured by the injected pulser
method.

Fig. 5 C(V) characteristic for detector 287-1.1 at
several neutron fluences as measured by the in-
jected pulser method.

Fig. 6 Oscillograph of preamplifier output waveforms of
pulser for detector 284-1,2 at several low biases
following irradiation by 3 x 109 n/cm2 of 5.5 MeV
neutrons.

Fig. 7 Oscillograph of preamplifier output waveforms of
pulser and 137Cs spectrum at 100V bias as a
function of neutron fluence for detector 1098-4.
The amplitude of the pulser is not normalized in
these pictures.

Fig. 8 Oscillograph of amplifier output waveforms of
pulser and 137cE spectra for detector 287-1.1
showing essentially the initial condition at
900V bias after only 3 x 109 n/cm2 and the re-
sulting decrease in rise times after 10^0 n/cm2

of 5.5 MeV fast neutrons.

Fig. 9(a) The shape of the 1332 keV 60co peak at various
9(b) stages of damage and aru:eal for detector 214-6.0.

The number on each curve refers to the stage listed
in the text. No relevance should be attached to
the peak positions since the peaks have been displaced
and the energy scale varied to clarify the observa-
tion of peak shapes.



Figure Captions(cont'd)

Fig. 10 The capacity-voltage relationship at various stages
tor detector 214-6.0. The number on each curve
refers to the stage l isted in the text .

Fig. 11 The shape of the 1332 keV 60Co peak from one 1.5
thick germanium detector before, during and after
treatment for radiation damage at LAMPF.
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